Fundraising Ideas
Bake Sale
Have employees prepare baked goods and sell them during the lunch hour
Picture Mach
Invite employees to try their luck matching baby, high school or pet pictures to employees
Charge $2.00 per ballot and offer a prize or fun incentive for the most correct answers
Auction
Have employees donate items or services
Have employees bid on these items
The highest bidder is the winner
Themed Potluck
Have employees bring food of a certain theme
Charge admission and award ribbons in different categories
Cookbook
Have employees bring their best recipes and then compile the recipes into a cookbook
Sell those cookbooks and have all the proceeds go to the WSU CFD
Coin Jar Competition
Divide the office into teams and set up a jar for each team
Teams get points for every penny that is their jar
For every coin that is not a penny, that jar loses the corresponding amount of points
For example, if another team puts a quarter in a jar, that jar loses twenty-five points
The team with the most points after a week gets a prize
Cookie Exchange
Have employees bring in 2 dozen of their favorite homemade cookies and an empty container
Place all the homemade cookies around a table
Have employees circle around the table, taking one of each cookie until all of the cookies are
gone and everyone’s container is full
Charge admission and share recipes
This is a great way to obtain a wide variety of holiday cookies without doing all the cooking!
Guest Speaker
Invite a representative from a WSU CFD non-profit organization to speak to your department
Remind employees about the WSU CFD and pass out contribution forms
Treasure Hunt
Sell daily clues to a mystery location where a treasure is hidden
The first employee to guess the location wins the treasure
Try adding fun facts about the WSU CFD with each clue

